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ABSTRACT7

Cloud errors in global climate models lead to significant uncertainties in climate pro-8

jections; a persistent bias in many models is a deficit of shortwave cloud forcing over the9

Southern Ocean. To diagnose errors in cloud parameterizations we require process-oriented10

model evaluation methodologies; cloud regimes have been widely used in observational stud-11

ies and model evaluation, but in the latter case some limitations in resolving both observed12

and simulated cloud behaviour.13

A hybrid methodology is developed for identifying cloud regimes from observed and14

simulated cloud simultaneously. Eleven cloud regimes are identified in the ACCESS model15

for the high latitude Southern Ocean. The hybrid cloud regimes resolve the features of16

observed cloud as well as those characteristic of errors in the model. The simulated properties17

of the hybrid cloud regimes, their occurrence over the Southern Ocean and in the context18

of extratropical cyclones, are evaluated against observations, and their contributions to the19

shortwave radiation errors quantified.20

Three cloud and radiation errors are identified: a deficit of cloud amount, manifest in the21

overprediction of a low cloud fraction regime; a tendency to produce low optical thickness22

versions of low and midtopped cloud regimes in the cold and dry sectors of extratropical23

cyclones; and an absence of shallow frontal-type cloud at the high latitudes and in the24

warm conveyor belt of extratropical cyclones. To address the systematic cloud property25

biases, the effects of changes to the model microphysics are investigated. The extended26

methodology is shown to resolve important features of model error in a process-oriented27

way, with applications to evaluating improvements in cloud parameterizations.28
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1. Introduction29

The representation of clouds in global climate models (GCMs) is critical to modelling the30

Earth’s radiative energy budget, atmospheric circulation and hydrological cycle, and many31

processes at smaller scales. Model evaluation studies consistently identify significant cloud32

errors (e.g. Gates et al. 1999; Zhang 2005; Trenberth and Fasullo 2010) and—while models33

are improving by some measures (Klein et al. 2013)—subsequent cloud feedbacks continue34

to be the greatest source of uncertainty in estimates of climate sensitivity (e.g. Cess et al.35

1990, 1996; Colman 2003; Dufresne and Bony 2008). Many of the processes regulating36

cloud formation, composition and behaviour—and interactions with aerosols, radiation and37

dynamics—occur at scales below the resolution of GCMs, and must be parameterized. Errors38

related to parameterized cloud can compensate to match the bulk observations against which39

GCMs are tuned; for example the recurring “too few, too bright” low cloud errors in many40

CMIP3 models nevertheless produced near-realistic radiative fluxes (Klein et al. 2013). To41

identify these compensating errors and inform the improvement of parameterizations, there42

is a need for a “process-oriented” approach to clouds in model evaluation (Stephens 2005;43

Jakob 2010).44

To better understand cloud processes in observations, and evaluate them in GCMs, we45

identify “cloud regimes”—classes of cloud with common physical characteristics and atmo-46

spheric contexts—and quantify both the physical and microphysical properties of clouds and47

the atmospheric processes to which they correspond. Cloud regimes can be identified from48

dynamical or thermodynamical parameters (see Bony and Dufresne 2005), or directly from49

observed cloud characteristics using a clustering algorithm to identify repeating patterns50

of cloud properties (e.g. Jakob and Tselioudis 2003; Jakob et al. 2005). The latter cloud51

regimes, also called “weather states,” have proved useful in associating observed cloud prop-52

erties with dynamical and thermodynamical conditions in the tropics (e.g. Rossow et al.53

2005; Tan et al. 2013), extra-tropics (e.g. Gordon and Norris 2010; Haynes et al. 2011; Ore-54

opoulos and Rossow 2011), and globally (e.g. Tselioudis et al. 2013; Oreopoulos et al. 2014).55
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A challenge when using cloud regimes for model evaluation is to identify cloud regimes in56

such a way that the representation of clouds in one or more GCMs can be compared against57

each other and satellite observations. There have been two approaches to identifying cloud58

regimes in GCMs: in the first approach (Williams and Tselioudis 2007, hereafter WT07)59

cloud regimes are identified from the simulated cloud properties of each GCM using the60

same methodology as for satellite observations. This method has the advantage of using61

simulated cloud directly, so that the cloud regimes accurately represent the coherent struc-62

tures of cloud properties in each model. A disadvantage is that each GCM engenders a63

new set of cloud regimes that may be very different from those observe; without a set of64

cloud regimes common to model and observations, evaluation is problematic. In the WT0765

approach, if simulated cloud regimes are significantly different from observations they may66

be subjectively grouped in to “principal” cloud regimes for evaluation. Alternatively, cloud67

regimes can be identified from satellite observations only, and simulated clouds assigned68

to cloud regimes based on average cloud properties (Williams and Webb 2009, hereafter69

WW09). This method has the advantage of permitting a consistent system of observed70

cloud regimes for evaluation and model intercomparison, and has been used in many sub-71

sequent studies (e.g. Tsushima et al. 2012; Bodas-Salcedo et al. 2012; Williams et al. 2013;72

Bodas-Salcedo et al. 2014). A disadvantage of the WW09 methodology is that the observed73

cloud regimes are not necessarily representative of the coherent structures of cloud properties74

in the models, so the links between cloud properties and processes are uncertain. In this pa-75

per we aim to extend these approaches by developing a hybrid methodology that retains the76

structures of both observed and simulated clouds. Hybrid cloud regimes are identified from77

both observed and simulated cloud simultaneously, ensuring the retention of observed cloud78

regimes to which the model must be compared, while also including the cloud structures79

peculiar to the model—the errors we aim to explore.80

We test the utility of the hybrid cloud regime methodology by applying it to a sig-81

nificant cloud evaluation problem for many state-of-the-art models, the shortwave (SW)82
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radiation biases in the high latitude Southern Ocean (50 to 65 ◦S) during the austral sum-83

mer [December–February (DJF)]. An excess of absorbed SW radiation—associated with a84

deficit of cloud or cloud reflectivity in this region—was identified in the Coupled Model In-85

tercomparison Project phase 3 (CMIP3; Trenberth and Fasullo 2010), and persists in the86

CMIP5 models (Li et al. 2013). Evaluations of the UK Met Office atmosphere model (Bodas-87

Salcedo et al. 2012) and multi-model evaluations (Williams et al. 2013) using the WW0988

methodology have attributed the radiation biases to low and midtopped cloud regimes in the89

post-frontal and cold-air part of extratropical cyclones. Observational studies have shown90

that the high latitude Southern Ocean is dominated by near-ubiquitous low cloud, much of91

which is assigned by passive satellite observations to midtopped cloud regimes (Haynes et al.92

2011; Bodas-Salcedo et al. 2014). While WW09 identify a single midtopped cloud regime in93

the Southern Ocean, observational studies distinguish between two midtopped cloud regimes94

with distinct dynamical contexts and radiative properties (Haynes et al. 2011); further evalu-95

ation of the midtopped cloud regimes at high latitudes showed that optically thick midtopped96

cloud regimes included both marine stratiform cloud under strongly subsiding conditions,97

and deeper frontal-type clouds which were associated with conditions resembling the warm98

conveyor belt in extratropical cyclones (Mason et al. 2014). Resolving these distinct cloud99

processes in model evaluation is a priority for an extended cloud regime methodology.100

The GCM used in this study, the Australian Community Climate and Earth System101

Simulator version 1.3 (ACCESS1.3; Bi et al. 2013), exhibits SW radiation errors in the high102

latitude Southern Ocean during DJF typical of the persistent biases in CMIP3 and CMIP5103

model intercomparisons. A first-order evaluation of ACCESS1.3 indicates a bias in SW cloud104

radiative effect (CRE; the difference between outgoing fluxes at TOA under clear-sky and105

cloudy conditions) of around 48 W m−2 over the high latitude Southern Ocean (Fig. 1), with106

a 20 % underestimate of total cloud cover (TCC) and a deficit of optically thick low- and107

midtopped cloud in the same region (Fig. 2; Franklin et al. 2013a).108

The purpose of this study is to develop and apply an extended cloud regime methodology109
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in an evaluation of Southern Ocean cloud and radiation errors in ACCESS1.3 in a way110

that links cloud properties with dynamical and microphysical cloud processes. In applying111

hybrid cloud regimes to the evaluation of a single GCM we evaluate the applications and112

limitations of the methodology for broader model evaluation and model intercomparisons.113

We demonstrate the use of hybrid cloud regimes to making a quantitative and process-114

oriented assessment of the effects of changes made to cloud parameterization in the model.115

The satellite observations and re-analysis data used, and the configuration of the GCM, are116

described in Section 2. The methodology for identifying hybrid cloud regimes for ACCESS1.3117

is given in Section 3, followed by a detailed evaluation of the properties and statistics of the118

hybrid cloud regimes, their contribution to the SW radiation error, and their distribution119

in the context of a composite extratropical cyclone. An evaluation of the use of hybrid120

cloud regimes to quantify the effects of a modification to the model microphysics is made121

in Section 4. The applications and limitations of the hybrid cloud regime methodology for122

model evaluation are discussed in Section 5, with some concluding remarks.123

2. Data124

a. Passive satellite observations125

The International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP; Rossow and Schiffer 1999)126

combines passive observations from geostationary and polar orbiting satellites to provide127

a continuous global dataset for the period July 1983 to 2009. Observations of cloud-top128

pressure (CTP) and cloud optical thickness (τ) are made at the scale of 1 to 5 km. The ISCCP129

D1 dataset consists of joint histograms of CTP-τ observations within a 280 km × 280 km130

equal-area grid at 3 h intervals in all day-lit areas. Top-of-atmosphere (TOA) shortwave131

(SW) and longwave (LW) radiative flux observations are obtained from the ISCCP FD132

dataset. The SW cloud radiative effect (CRESW) is the difference between the upwelling133

TOA radiative fluxes under clear-sky and cloudy conditions. The sign convention for TOA134
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fluxes is such that the CRESW is negative (the cloud acts to reflect more SW radiation) and135

CRELW is positive (cloud inhibits LW radiation to space).136

Two summers (2006 to 2008; DJF) of daily averages of ISCCP D1 and FD data were137

interpolated on to a regular 2.5◦ grid: the CTP-τ histograms were interpolated according to138

a nearest-neighbour interpolation scheme, and radiative fluxes using linear interpolation. In139

keeping with previous studies (e.g. Haynes et al. 2011; Mason et al. 2014), daily averages of140

3 h ISCCP observations are used.141

b. Re-Analysis142

The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) interim re-143

analysis (ERA-Interim; Dee et al. 2011) is available at 1.5◦ spatial and 6 h temporal reso-144

lution. Two summers (2006 to 2008; DJF) of ERA-Interim data were re-interpolated on to145

a regular 2.5◦ grid using a linear interpolation scheme. The first and second derivatives of146

the ERA-Interim mean sea level pressure (MSLP) were used to identify cyclone centres as147

described in Field and Wood (2007). Cyclone composites are constructed by re-interpolating148

contemporary data on to a regular 4000 km × 4000 km grid centred at the MSLP minimum149

of each identified extratropical cyclone.150

c. Global climate model151

ACCESS1.3 is a coupled climate model developed by the Centre for Australian Weather152

and Climate Research (CAWCR). Its atmosphere model is based on the UK MetOffice Uni-153

fied Model (UM) Global Atmosphere model version 1.0 (GA1.0; Hewitt et al. 2011). To154

facilitate the consistent comparison of simulated cloud with observations, the ISCCP satel-155

lite simulator (Klein and Jakob 1999; Webb et al. 2001), part of the Cloud Feedbacks Model156

Intercomparison Project (CFMIP) Observation Simulator Package (COSP; Bodas-Salcedo157

et al. 2008), is integrated in ACCESS1.3 (Franklin et al. 2013a). The ISCCP simulator158
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output differs from ISCCP observations in that sub-visible cloud (τ < 0.3) are included;159

however when comparing models to observations these thin clouds are ommitted as it is160

assumed that they would not be detected by the ISCCP cloud detection algorithms (Klein161

and Jakob 1999; Webb et al. 2001).162

ACCESS1.3 was run in atmosphere-only mode with prescribed sea surface temperatures163

at N96 resolution for two years (2006 to 2008). The output fields were daily MSLP, TOA LW164

and SW radiative fluxes for full-sky and clear-sky conditions, and CTP-τ joint histograms165

from the ISCCP simulator. These data were re-interpolated on to a 2.5◦ grid for consistency166

with satellite observations and re-analysis data. MSLP and radiative fluxes were interpolated167

using a linear interpolation scheme, and ISCCP simulator data were interpolated using a168

nearest-neighbour interpolation scheme.169

3. Evaluation of ACCESS1.3170

a. Hybrid cloud regime methodology171

In this section we extend the existing methodologies for assigning observed and sim-172

ulated cloud properties to cloud regimes for model evaluation. Previous approaches have173

involved either clustering on the simulated cloud properties from a model (WT07)—so that174

the resultant cloud regimes accurately represent the model cloud behaviour, but are not nec-175

essarily comparable with observed cloud regimes—or assigning simulated clouds directly to176

pre-defined observed cloud regimes (WW09)—maintaining a consistent set of cloud regimes177

against which models can be evaluated at the risk of not necessarily resolving the cloud178

structures peculiar to each model. Based on the strengths and weaknesses of the existing179

approaches, we aim to combine the advantages of both previous method so that our ex-180

tended cloud regime methodology is capable of resolving both the behaviour of the model181

(i.e., the repeating structures of simulated cloud properties) and the cloud regimes identified182

in previous observational studies.183
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To achieve this goal we propose clustering observed and simulated cloud properties si-184

multaneously: the resulting clusters, called hybrid cloud regimes, represent a blend of model185

and observation. An individual hybrid cloud regime may consist of a mixture of observed186

and simulated clouds, or be made up of either mostly-observed or mostly-simulated clouds.187

It is worth considering what information we would expect the hybrid approach to resolve188

in some idealized scenarios. If the model reproduced the observations perfectly, we would189

expect the hybrid regimes to be identical to those from an analysis using observations alone.190

This applies to both the regime characteristics (as represented by the CTP-τ histogram) and191

its frequency of occurrence including geographic distribution. If the model was unable to192

reproduce any of the observed cloud regimes, we expect to find a set of regimes where some193

are only populated by observations and others only by model results. There would be no194

regime jointly populated by both and the model CTP-τ histograms would be very different195

from the observed. We obviously expect real model results to lie somewhere between those196

two extremes It is conceivable to find some observed regimes that the model simply can197

not represent, some model regimes that do not occur in nature, jointly populated regimes198

that the model can represent in principle but with the wrong frequency of occurrence or in199

the wrong locations, and some regimes that are well simulated. The advantages of having200

this comprehensive information and especially of using it to analyze model errors in other201

fields, such as clour radiative effects, will become apparent when we apply this technique to202

Southern Ocean clouds below.203

Using the method for identifying cloud regimes first described in Jakob and Tselioudis204

(2003), we apply the k-means clustering algorithm (Anderberg 1973) to the 42-element205

state vectors of the CTP-τ histograms from both the ISCCP observations and from the206

ISCCP simulator running in ACCESS1.3 (ommitting the τ < 0.3 classes for consistency207

with observations), using two years of austral summer (DJF) data over the region of interest208

(50 to 65 ◦S). The pool of state vectors from which the hybrid cloud regimes are identified209

consists of equal parts observed and simulated cloud properties, which are not differentiated210
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by the clustering algorithm. Consistent with Haynes et al. (2011) and Mason et al. (2014),211

clear conditions are not removed from the data before clustering, and instances of clear skies212

will be included in the hybrid cloud regime with the lowest total cloud cover. Due to the213

ubiquity of cloud in this part of the Southern Ocean instances of completely clear conditions214

are rare in both observations (0.3 %) and simulations (0.06 %).215

The clustering algorithm is quasi-objective in that the number of clusters must be speci-216

fied. Here we require that the set of resultant hybrid cloud regimes include clusters resembling217

or including a set of observed cloud regimes. The number of clusters is increased until the218

emergent features include the expected (observed) cloud regimes, based on those previously219

identified for the broader Southern Ocean (30 to 65 ◦S; Haynes et al. 2011) and the refined220

analysis of midtopped cloud sub-regimes conducted for the high latitude Southern Ocean221

(Mason et al. 2014). We note that the emergent hybrid cloud regimes identified here are not222

identical to the combination of these two studies, as the cloud regimes identified in Haynes223

et al. (2011) include lower latitude clouds, and the cloud sub-regimes of Mason et al. (2014)224

were derived by clustering within previously-identified cloud regimes. However all of the225

features identified in the observational studies for the region of interest are represented in226

the hybrid cloud regimes.227

Once the hybrid cloud regimes have been identified, each CTP-τ histogram (observed228

or simulated) is assigned to one of the cloud regimes. The assignation may be performed229

concurrent to the cloud regime identification, or subsequently. Assignation is determined by230

the least Euclidean distance between each CTP-τ joint histogram and the centroids of the231

cloud regimes. An alternative approach used in WW09 and subsequent studies calculates232

the least Euclidean distance between the total cloud cover (TCC; the sum of the joint233

histogram), mean cloud-top pressure (CTP) and mean cloud albedo (α; derived from τ using234

the ISCCP look-up table reproduced in WW09). The WW09 methodology is intended for235

multi-model intercomparison, wherein the mean cloud properties are a simpler requirement236

for participating modelling centers and using the full CTP-τ joint histograms requires a237
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greater volume of data output and computation. While the WW09 methodology produces238

coherent results in many studies, we note that the differences in cloud regime frequencies239

of occurrence when using the two assignation methods are not negligible, especially for240

cloud types with complex distributions of cloud-top properties. A comparison of the two241

methods using the observed cloud regimes of Haynes et al. (2011) and 5 years of ISCCP D1242

data between 30 to 65 ◦S resulted in significant differences in the frequency of occurrence243

(> 10 %) of some cloud regimes (not shown). In the present application to a single GCM244

it is practicable to use the full CTP-τ joint histograms in order to retain the structures of245

cloud-top properties which are indicative of sub-grid scale variability in ISCCP observations246

(see discussion in Mace and Wrenn 2013; Mason et al. 2014).247

b. Identification and properties of hybrid cloud regimes248

Eleven hybrid cloud regimes (H1–H11, ranked from high-to-low CTP and low-to-high249

τ) are found to be sufficient to represent the observed cloud regimes within the region of250

interest, as well as the emergent features of mostly-simulated cloud regimes. The CTP-251

τ joint histograms represent the average of all observed and simulated members of each252

hybrid cloud regime (Fig. 3). It is helpful to make a coarse classification by CTP level,253

grouping the eleven hybrid cloud regimes into boundary layer, low, midtopped and “frontal”254

cloud regimes. The three lowest hybrid cloud regimes (H1–H3) are predominantly boundary255

layer clouds representing shallow cumulus (H1) through to cumulus-stratocumulus transition256

clouds (H3). The low hybrid cloud regimes (H4 & H5) are associated with a range of marine257

stratiform clouds. The hybrid cloud regimes identified as midtopped (H6–H8) are in fact258

dominated by low cloud, with enough midtopped cloud to be identified as such by ISCCP259

retrievals (Haynes et al. 2011), and form under a range of mostly subsiding conditions (Mason260

et al. 2014). The frontal hybrid cloud regimes (H9–H11) include pre-frontal cirrus (H10) and261

deep frontal cloud (H11), as well as a shallower frontal-type cloud structure (H9). We note262

that, while H9 occurs at a lower CTP-level than the higher frontal cloud regimes H10 and263
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H11, it is displayed between the latter in the figures to save space.264

By assigning each daily CTP-τ histogram to a hybrid cloud regime we derive the spatial265

distribution and relative frequency of occurrence (RFO) of the hybrid cloud regimes over266

the region of interest during DJF (Fig. 4) in both the observations and ACCESS1.3. The267

overall RFO of each cloud regime gives an initial indication of the hybrid cloud regimes that268

are modelled consistently with observations, and those that are over- and under-produced269

in the model.270

Simulated cloud fractions are underestimated by 10 to 20 % for almost all cloud regimes,271

consistent with the overall deficit of TCC in ACCESS1.3. The tendency of the model to272

produce low cloud fractions is most apparent in the over-production of the lowest cloud273

fraction, lowest optical thickness cloud regime H1 throughout the area of interest (RFO274

of 42 % compared with 9 % observed). The CTP-τ histogram of H1 shows that this cloud275

regime includes a low amounts of clouds through from the surface to midlevels; we also note276

that the simulated spatial distribution of H1 is in areas associated not only with the observed277

boundary layer cloud regimes, but also with the occurrence of the midtopped cloud regime278

H7 in the high latitude Atlantic and Indian oceans.279

ACCESS1.3 has a systematic bias toward optically thin (low-τ) low and midtopped cloud280

regimes. The low-τ errors appear to lead to H1 being simulated where H2 is observed (the281

eastern edges of the Pacific and Indian ocean basics), and the simulated distribution of H2282

downstream of the Drake Passage resembles that observed of H3. A tendency to create283

low-τ counterparts of observed cloud regimes gives rise to low and midtopped hybrid cloud284

regimes H4 & H6. H4 (predominantly simulated) and H5 (predominantly observed) differ in285

mean cloud-top properties but correspond very closely in terms of overall RFO (15 %) and286

distribution in the high latitude Atlantic and central Pacific oceans. Similarly, the optically287

thin midtopped cloud regime H6 is simulated in the high-latitude Atlantic and Pacific oceans288

where H7 is observed. Corresponding to the over-prediction of these low-τ cloud regimes in289

ACCESS1.3, the optically thickest low and midtopped hybrid cloud regimes are very rarely290
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simulated.291

The warm frontal cloud regime H9 is almost absent in ACCESS1.3, compared with an292

observed RFO of 16 %, and has no clear compensating cloud regimes as identified above. As293

distinct from a systematic deficiency in cloud properties, this cloud error may be related to294

the representation of a dynamical process in the model. The higher frontal cloud regimes H10295

& H11 are simulated with similar RFO to observations, but with a less cohesive distribution296

around the mid-latitude storm track.297

An evaluation of the occurrence of the hybrid cloud regimes in the model and observa-298

tions, the major cloud errors in the GCM are made explicit in a process-oriented manner. The299

tendency toward low TCC and low τ are manifest in additional, predominantly-simulated300

low and midtopped hybrid cloud regimes (H4 & H6), and the significant over-prediction of301

sparse (H1). While the pre-frontal cirrus (H10) and frontal (H11) hybrid cloud regimes are302

relatively well-represented, the shallow frontal hybrid cloud regime (H9) is almost absent303

from the model. We next turn our attention to identifying how these cloud errors contribute304

to the overall SW radiation bias.305

c. Contributions to SW radiation bias306

Eleven hybrid cloud regimes have been identified from passive satellite observations and307

simulated cloud properties in ACCESS1.3. The most significant and recurring deviations308

from observed cloud properties give rise to hybrid cloud regimes that are not frequently309

found in the observations: these preminantly-simulated hybrid cloud regimes provide an310

initial indication of the major cloud errors in the GCM. By associating the hybrid cloud311

regimes with radiation errors we can quantify the relative contributions of these major cloud312

errors to the total 47.6 W m−2 SW cloud radiative effect bias in the high latitude Southern313

Ocean in ACCESS1.3.314

The cloud radiative effect (CRE) is the difference between clear and cloudy-sky TOA315

radiative fluxes. Since outgoing fluxes at TOA are defined as positive, and cloud typically316
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has the effect of increasing reflected SW radiation, values of CRESW are negative. The317

hybrid cloud regimes with the lowest observed CRESW are generally those with the optically318

thickest clouds and highest total cloud cover (Table 1), however the spatial distribution of319

the cloud regime is also important.320

The mean SW cloud radiative effect bias (∆CRESW) associated with each hybrid cloud321

regime is calculated by subtracting observed values of CRESW from the simulated values for322

the instances where each hybrid cloud regime is identified. Accordingly, positive ∆CRESW323

indicate insufficent—or insufficiently reflective—cloud in the model, and negative biases324

indicate too-cloudy or too-reflective cloud errors.325

The total Southern Ocean DJF ∆CRESW of 47.6 W m−2 can be decomposed (following326

WT07) into parts corresponding to errors in the cloud regime frequency of occurrence or327

spatial distribution (RFO errors), errors in cloud regime radiative properties (CRE errors),328

and a cross-term of covariant errors. The total bias is the sum of decomposed errors for all329

cloud regimes, such that330

∆CRESW =
n∑

r=1

CRESWr ·∆RFOr︸ ︷︷ ︸
RFO errors

+
n∑

r=1

∆CRESWr · RFOr︸ ︷︷ ︸
CRE errors

+
n∑

r=1

∆CRESWr ·∆RFOr︸ ︷︷ ︸
cross-term

(1)

The decomposed ∆CRESW associated with each hybrid cloud regime (Fig. 5) is dominated by331

RFO-related errors; this is partially a consequence of the hybrid cloud regime methodology,332

in which simulated clouds that are sufficiently different in their cloud-top properties from333

observed clouds form new clusters. This is especially true for the optically thin low and334

midtopped hybrid cloud regimes that are almost never observed (H4 & H6).335

At each CTP level the optically thinner cloud regimes make a small or negative contri-336

bution to the ∆CRESW, while the optically thick hybrid cloud regimes are associated with337

larger positive biases. This indicates that the low-τ , low-TCC hybrid cloud regimes, which338

occur with similar distributions to their high-τ counterparts, partially compensate for the339

brighter clouds they occur in the place of. In the case of the low cloud regimes, the total error340

associated with the low-RFO and low CRESW of H5 (23 W m−2) is partially compensated341
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by the high RFO of H4 (−13 W m−2); the net ∆CRESW related to low cloud is 10 W m−2.342

Similarly, the over-prediction of the optically thinnest midtopped hybrid cloud regime H6343

partially compensates (−8 W m−2) for the low RFO of H7; the majority of the error associ-344

ated with midtopped cloud (18 W m−2) is related to the under-prediction and low CRESW345

of the optically thicker H8.346

The strongest compensating (negative) contribution to the CRESW error is associated347

with the low-TCC, low-τ hybrid cloud regime H1. Despite being associated with the low-348

est observed cloud fractions and cloud brightnesses, H1 contributes −30 W m−2 to the net349

CRESW error. This is due to H1 accounting for more than 40 % of the high-latitude South-350

ern Ocean cloud in ACCESS1.3. The dominance of a low-TCC and low-τ cloud regime is351

symptomatic of the two key systematic biases identified in Franklin et al. (2013a).352

The greatest single contributor to the net CRESW error is H9, the warm frontal cloud353

regime observed at high latitudes but hardly represented in ACCESS1.3. The deficit in354

the occurrence of this cloud regime is not compensated for by any optically thinner cloud355

regimes. The frontal cloud regimes H10 & H11 contribute around 15 W m−2 to the overall356

bias; unlike the cloud regimes at other CTP levels, the largest portion of these biases are due357

to CRE-related errors; the RFO-related errors may be related to the tendency in ACCESS1.3358

toward a less coherent band of frontal cloud at lower latitudes.359

d. Dynamical contexts of the hybrid cloud regimes360

We have used hybrid cloud regimes to identify the major shortcomings in the simulation361

of clouds in the high latitude Southern Ocean in ACCESS1.3, and quantified their contribu-362

tions to the SW radiation errors. It remains to investigate if the hybrid cloud regimes are363

associated with consistent dynamical and thermodynamical processes. In observational stud-364

ies it is common to characterize cloud regimes by their contemporary meteorology derived365

from re-analyses (e.g. Gordon and Norris 2010; Haynes et al. 2011; Mason et al. 2014). This366

approach should be well-suited to GCMs, wherein these fields are directly available, however367
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direct comparisons of dynamical fields in GCMs and re-analysis are frustrated by possible er-368

rors in model dynamics. An alternative approach is to consider cloud regimes in the context369

of a composite extratropical cyclone, the structure of which is both well understood in terms370

of observed dynamical, thermodynamical and cloud processes, and resolved by climate mod-371

els (Catto et al. 2010). A evaluation of Southern Hemisphere extratropical cyclones in an372

earlier version of the ACCESS model modified to use the same cloud scheme as ACCESS1.3373

(Govekar et al. 2014) found that the circulation and dynamical variables were significantly374

weaker than in re-analyses, and showed that the deficits of low cloud in this context are375

consistent with the broader evaluation of clouds in ACCESS1.3 (Franklin et al. 2013a) and376

with evaluations of extratropical cyclones in other models. Extratropical cyclones are the377

dominant synoptic scale feature in the high latitude Southern Ocean in terms of both cloud378

and precipitation (Bodas-Salcedo et al. 2014; Papritz et al. 2014), and cloud regimes have379

been used effectively to evaluate cloud in this context (e.g. Bodas-Salcedo et al. 2012, 2014).380

However, we note that not all cloud processes relevant to the high latitude Southern Ocean381

are necessarily represented within the dynamics of the composite extratropical cyclone. The382

cloud processes associated with anti-cyclones, warm ridges and mesoscale cyclones (“polar383

lows”)—and their representation in climate models—are of considerable interest for model384

evaluation, but are not considered here.385

We identify extratropical cyclones in observations and simulations as described in Field386

and Wood (2007) using MSLP from ERA-Interim re-analysis to identify cyclone centres387

contemporary to the satellite observations. Cloud regime occurrence and TOA radiative388

flux fields from observations and ACCESS1.3 are re-interpolated on to a 2000 km × 2000 km389

grid centred at each MSLP minimum, and candidates are filtered to select only cyclones390

centred from 50 to 65 ◦S.391

The observed RFOs of the hybrid cloud regimes in the context of the composite cyclone392

(Fig. 6) agree well with other composite cyclone studies. We note that the multiple mid-393

topped cloud regimes identified in this study are found in separate and coherent parts of394
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the extratropical cyclone: this reinforces the distinction between optically thin and optically395

thick midtopped, and shallow frontal cloud regimes made in Mason et al. (2014). The profiles396

of dynamical and thermodynamical properties from re-analysis (not shown) are consistent397

with those presented in previous studies (e.g. Gordon and Norris 2010; Haynes et al. 2011;398

Mason et al. 2014). The warm sector of the composite extratropical cyclone is characterized399

by the occurrence of the frontal cirrus (H10) and deep frontal (H11) cloud regimes. H10 is400

observed further from the cyclone centre and appears to be associated with both pre-frontal401

cirrus and other high and thin cloud in other contexts. H11 is found along the cold front,402

under conditions of strong ascent. H9 occurs predominantly near the cyclone center and403

into the cold sector, and resembles the warm conveyor belt (WCB) flow which overshoots404

the warm front; we note that a similar midtopped cloud sub-regime identified in Mason405

et al. (2014) was associated with conditions resembling that of the WCB. The warm sector406

is also associated with the shallow cloud regime H3. The cold sector of the extratropical407

cyclone consists of easterly flow ahead of the warm front turning equatorward behind the408

storm centre, where it meets the descending dry sector. The cold sector is dominated by low409

and midtopped stratiform cloud regimes H5 and H8, which form under subsiding conditions410

ahead of the warm front. These stratiform clouds transition to H7 in the post-frontal region411

of cold-air advection, and finally in the driest section the shallow cumulus (H2) dominates.412

The ACCESS1.3 cloud errors in the context of the extratropical cyclone are consistent413

with those identified so far. The frontal cloud regime H11 is found closest to the storm414

centre: the shallow frontal cloud regime H9 is not present near the warm front, while the415

optically thinner H10 is found throughout much of the inner warm sector. The compensating416

relationships between predominantly-simulated and predominantly observed hybrid cloud417

regimes are evident in the cold and dry sectors, indicating the consistent low-τ and low TCC418

biases. Where H3 is observed in the warm sector, its low-τ counterpart H2 is simulated. The419

cold sector is dominated by the low-τ and low-TCC biases: H4 and H6 are simulated through420

the cold sector and wrapping around the storm centre, while the dry sector is dominated by421
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low TCC cloud (H1).422

The occurrence of the hybrid cloud regimes in the context of the extratropical cyclone423

illustrate consistent relationships between cloud properties and dynamical and thermody-424

namical conditions in both the observations and the model, reinforcing the spatial distri-425

butions of the cloud regimes over coherent parts of the high latitude Southern Ocean. In426

both the composite cyclones and Southern Ocean maps the significant over-production of427

the low-TCC cloud regime H1, and the compensation of low-τ cloud regimes H2, H4 and428

H6 for their higher-τ counterparts, are evident. These over-predicted cloud regimes make429

negative contributions to the SW radiation errors, but only partially compensate for the lack430

of brighter clouds. The single largest contributor to the SW radiation bias in ACCESS1.3431

is the near-absence of the shallow frontal cloud regime H9 at the high latitudes and at the432

centre of the extratropical cyclone.433

4. Evaluation of parameterization changes434

We have used the hybrid cloud regimes to identify three major high latitude Southern435

Ocean cloud and radiation errors in ACCESS1.3. The model is characterised by systematic436

deficits of total cloud cover and cloud optical thickness affecting low and midtopped cloud,437

especially in the cold and dry sectors of extratropical cyclones. The systematic bias toward438

low-τ cloud suggests that errors relating to microphysical parameterizations affect the radia-439

tive properties of clouds. Such parameters may include cloud thermodynamic phase, droplet440

size and concentration, and properties such as total cloud amount or cloud lifetime which441

are affected by precipitation rates and mixing with dry air. To target the optical thickness442

biases we make three changes to the representation of clouds intended to reduce the Southern443

Ocean cloud and radiative biases in ACCESS1.3. A new autoconversion scheme (Franklin444

2008) is implemented, as it was shown by Franklin et al. (2013b) to increase the occurrence445

of optically thicker low clouds and reduce the overestimate of drizzle in tropical boundary446
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layer clouds. Franklin et al. (2013a) demonstrated that by reducing the fall speed of the447

ice aggregate category in the model the occurrence of optically thicker low-midlevel clouds448

was increased over the Southern Ocean. In this study these fall speeds are reduced by one449

third. An additional change is made to the erosion timescale parameter that controls the450

rate at which the liquid cloud fraction is reduced by the mixing of cloudy air with drier451

environmental air. This parameter takes the value of −4.5× 10−5 s−1 in the control version452

of ACCESS1.3 and is reduced by half in the modified cloud parameterizations experiment.453

While this change directly affects the cloud fraction, it indirectly affects the microphysical454

processes by changing the in-cloud water contents that are used in the microphysical param-455

eterisations such as the autoconversion scheme. Testing these three changes independently456

shows that the largest change in both the ISCCP diagnostics and the cloud radiative effects457

comes from the different autoconversion scheme (not shown). The other two cloud changes458

also positively affect the radiative properties of the clouds over the Southern Ocean; the459

combined set of these three changes produces the lowest shortwave cloud radiative effect460

bias, and is used in this study.461

ACCESS1.3 was run in atmosphere-only mode with the modified cloud microphysics in462

the same way as for the initial model evaluation. Two years of DJF data, including CTP-463

τ histograms from the ISCCP simulator, MSLP, and TOA radiative fluxes, are processed464

as described earlier. Instead of generating a new set of hybrid cloud regimes, the CTP-τ465

histograms are assigned to the cloud regimes derived from the standard ACCESS1.3 model;466

the differences in the RFO and CRESW can be compared directly, or summarized according467

to their contribution to the ∆CRESW.468

The decomposed CRESW bias (Fig. 7) summarizes the effects of the modified microphysics469

on the radiation errors in ACCESS1.3. The overall effect is a 10 W m−2 reduction in the total470

CRESW bias. The majority of this improvement is due to a systematic increase of τ across471

all hybrid cloud regimes: the CRESW-related component of the error for each cloud regime472

decreases by as much as 2.0 W m−2, including a worsening of the negative errors associated473
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with the optically thin hybrid cloud regimes (H1, H2 & H4), which act to compensate for474

the absent optically thicker cloud regimes.475

Where the changes in the optical properties of a cloud regime are large enough, instances476

of cloud previously belonging to one hybrid cloud regime may be assigned to an optically477

thicker hybrid cloud regime. These changes in cloud regime assignations lead to changes in478

the RFO-related error of both the prior and subsequent cloud regime: this is most apparent479

in the compensating RFO-related errors associated with the optically thin midtopped hybrid480

cloud regimes H6 & H7—each is reduced in magnitude by around 5 W m−2, and the net bias481

associated with midtopped cloud overall is largely unchanged. The RFO of H1 decreases in482

a similar manner, corresponding to a 3 W m−2 improvement in the RFO-related bias—a net483

increase in the overall CRESW error, since H1 compensates for the lack of optically thicker484

cloud regimes. Reductions of total bias associated with the frontal cloud regimes H10 &485

H11 are partly due to increased τ , and partly due to increased RFO of both cloud regimes,486

particularly H11.487

The effect of the cloud microphysics changes was to reduce the systematic deficit of cloud488

optical thickness across all cloud regimes. This shift in cloud properties leads to reduced489

frequencies of occurrence of the optically thinnest cloud regimes (H1 & H6) and higher mean490

optical thickness within cloud regimes, with the greatest net effect being a reduction of errors491

associated with low and frontal clouds of around 4 W m−2. Equal and opposite improvements492

in the RFO-related errors of two midtopped hybrid cloud regimes were due to a shift toward493

optically thicker cloud; this reduced the compensation of one mostly-simulated cloud regime494

for a mostly-observed one, but did not reduce the net radiative bias. In several cases the495

increase in cloud brightness worsened the CRESW bias (H2 & H4), or had little effect (H8496

& H9). That these microphysics changes had no effect on the single largest source of SW497

cloud errors in ACCESS1.3 illustrates the strength of the hybrid cloud regime approach—an498

improved understanding of the effects of model changes on individual cloud regimes.499
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5. Discussion and conclusions500

We have presented a hybrid methodology for identifying cloud regimes from satellite ob-501

servations and model-simulated cloud properties simultaneously. This approach expands on502

previous methodologies for identifying cloud regimes for model evaluation, with the advan-503

tage that the cloud regimes include a fixed reference to the observed cloud properties against504

which the models are evaluated, while also permitting cloud regimes that are peculiar to the505

model. The emergent hybrid cloud regimes include pairs of cloud regimes with similar spa-506

tial distributions and dynamical contexts, where one hybrid cloud regime is predominantly507

simulated and the other is predominantly observed; the differences between these pairs of508

hybrid cloud regimes relate to the major cloud property errors in the GCM.509

Based on two DJFs of simulated and observed cloud data, we identified eleven hybrid510

cloud regimes with which to evaluate high latitude Southern Ocean clouds in ACCESS1.3.511

We identified three major sources of cloud and radiation errors, and described the dynamical512

context of these cloud regimes as inferred from composite extratropical cyclones. Consistent513

with Franklin et al. (2013a), total cloud cover in ACCESS1.3 is consistently under-predicted,514

which contributes to the weak SW forcing of most cloud regimes; compensating for the low515

total cloud fraction in the other cloud regimes, the cloud regime associated with lower cloud516

amounts is strongly over-predicted, especially in the cold and dry sectors of extratropical cy-517

clones and throughout the high latitude Southern Ocean; while the SW cloud radiative effect518

of this cloud regime is relatively weak, its vast over-prediction has a strong compensating519

effect, making a −30 W m−2 contribution to the overall SW bias.520

Low cloud optical thickness biases in ACCESS1.3 were found across almost all hybrid521

cloud regimes. In some cases this is manifest in additional low and midtopped hybrid cloud522

regimes that are simulated in place of optically thicker observed counterparts, especially in523

the cold and dry sectors of extratropical cyclones. These partially compensate for optically524

thicker cloud regimes not well-represented in the model.525

The low optical thickness errors were mitigated by around 10 W m−2 by implementing a526
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series of microphysics changes. The result was a systematic increase in cloud albedo across all527

simulated cloud, which had the greatest net improvement on the SW forcing errors of the low528

and frontal cloud regimes. Changing the cloud microphysics to systematically increase cloud529

albedo may constitute part of an improvement to the Southern Ocean cloud and radiation530

biases identified in ACCESS1.3, but in this case was not sufficient to address some of the531

largest deficits in the optical thickness of stratiform clouds.532

The largest contributor to the SW radiation bias over the Southern Ocean is the shallow533

frontal cloud regime observed at high latitudes and in the warm fronts of extratropical cy-534

clones; these clouds were very rarely identified in the model, and a compensating relationship535

with an optically thinner cloud regime was not identified. The other frontal cloud regimes536

are generally too optically thin also; the cirrus cloud regime is simulated too frequently, and537

the frontal cloud regime not frequently enough.538

In this study the cloud regimes were linked to dynamical processes in the context of539

extratropical cyclones. Considering the Southern Ocean cloud regimes only in the context of540

extratropical cyclones is not necessarily representative: for example, while shallow or warm-541

frontal cloud makes the largest net contribution to the SW bias, the warm front does not542

correspond to the region of greatest SW bias in the context of the composite extratropical543

cyclone—the cold and dry sectors (e.g. Bodas-Salcedo et al. 2012, 2014) where errors in total544

cloud cover and optical thickness dominate, and where modifications to the boundary-layer545

scheme have had some success in mitigating the total error (Bodas-Salcedo et al. 2012).546

Nevertheless the magnitude of the bias associated with the shallow or warm frontal cloud547

suggests it is not simulated well. Case studies will be required to better understand the548

causes for this model behaviour.549

The approach of identifying pairs of mostly-simulated and mostl-observed hybrid cloud550

regimes has proved useful: the pairs were shown to be simulated with similar spatial dis-551

tributions to their observed counterparts, and these relationships were also found in the552

dynamical context of a composite extratropical cyclone. However more work could be done553
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to quantify the association between processes in the model and observations more directly,554

perhaps by using the model in hindcast mode to evaluate case studies.555

The hybrid cloud regimes are identified for a single GCM, and further work would be556

required to use this approach for the evaluation of multiple models. However the hybrid557

cloud regimes provide a fixed reference to cloud errors identified in a GCM, making this558

a promising tool for quantifying the effects of changes to the model on the properties and559

statistics of the hybrid cloud regimes.560

While the Southern Ocean SW radiation errors in ACCESS1.3 are representative of561

radiation biases in many state-of-the-art models, the nature and causes of these biases are562

almost certainly not the same in each model.563
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Table 1. The observed and simulated properties of the hybrid cloud regimes

CTP class
Cloud

TCC [%] RFO [%] CRESW [W m−2]
regime

obs sim obs sim obs sim

Boundary layer
H1 63.0 42.8 8.9 41.8 −76.8 −88.0
H2 74.6 71.6 7.1 11.5 −86.0 −104.2
H3 91.9 79.7 9.1 0.1 −149.6 −124.4

Low
H4 85.5 72.6 2.1 15.4 −101.8 −103.4
H5 93.9 76.2 15.1 0.4 −154.8 −120.9

Midtopped
H6 89.7 66.4 0.2 8.5 −96.3 −95.7
H7 89.5 73.6 14.2 6.6 −116.0 −99.6
H8 95.1 74.6 10.5 0.1 −159.8 −111.5

Frontal
H9 96.4 76.5 16.9 0.5 −171.8 −95.4
H10 93.3 73.6 8.9 10.7 −140.1 −87.4
H11 97.2 75.0 6.9 4.3 −194.0 −91.2
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1 Map of the CRESW bias in ACCESS1.3 with respect to ISCCP-FD passive771

satellite observations over the southern hemisphere extra-tropics (left), and772

the zonal mean bias (right). The high latitude Southern Ocean region (50 to773

65 ◦S) is indicated with thick lines. 36774

2 The mean cloud bias (ACCESS1.3 − ISCCP) over the region of interest for775

two austral summers (DJF), presented as the difference between CTP-τ joint776

histograms. The part of the histogram representing sub-visible optical thick-777

nesses (τ < 0.3), which is simulated in ACCESS1.3 but not observed in ISCCP,778

is hatched. At top-right the total cloud cover (TCC) error is indicated for the779

full joint histogram and for the visible (42-element) joint histogram. 37780

3 The CTP-τ joint histograms representing the cluster centroids of the hybrid781

cloud regimes. The hybrid cloud regimes are arranged according to the dom-782

inant features of the joint histograms with the optically thinnest and lowest783

cloud regime in the bottom-left, and the optically-thickest and highest cloud784

regime in the top-right such that clouds of similar cloud-top pressures are785

comparably along the horizontal axis, and similar optical thicknesses along786

the vertical axis. The mean observed and simulated RFO over the regions of787

interest are indicated in the top-right corner of each histogram. Where the788

cloud regime is under (over)-represented in ACCESS1.3 by more than 50 %789

with respect to the observed value, the histogram is bordered in blue (red).790

The total cloud cover for each cloud regime (TCC; the sum of each joint791

histogram) is indicated at top-right. 38792
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is on a different color scale to resolve the significant over-production of this798
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6 Observed (above) and simulated (below) relative frequency of occurrence806

(RFO) of each hybrid cloud regime in the context of the composite extra-807
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simulated RFO of H1 is on a different color scale to resolve the significant810
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crophysics and the control simulation. The hatched bars relate to the modified813

microphysics case. Solid bars (crosses) indicate the total CRESW bias associ-814
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Fig. 1. Map of the CRESW bias in ACCESS1.3 with respect to ISCCP-FD passive satellite
observations over the southern hemisphere extra-tropics (left), and the zonal mean bias
(right). The high latitude Southern Ocean region (50 to 65 ◦S) is indicated with thick lines.
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Fig. 2. The mean cloud bias (ACCESS1.3−ISCCP) over the region of interest for two austral
summers (DJF), presented as the difference between CTP-τ joint histograms. The part of
the histogram representing sub-visible optical thicknesses (τ < 0.3), which is simulated in
ACCESS1.3 but not observed in ISCCP, is hatched. At top-right the total cloud cover (TCC)
error is indicated for the full joint histogram and for the visible (42-element) joint histogram.
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Fig. 3. The CTP-τ joint histograms representing the cluster centroids of the hybrid cloud
regimes. The hybrid cloud regimes are arranged according to the dominant features of the
joint histograms with the optically thinnest and lowest cloud regime in the bottom-left, and
the optically-thickest and highest cloud regime in the top-right such that clouds of similar
cloud-top pressures are comparably along the horizontal axis, and similar optical thicknesses
along the vertical axis. The mean observed and simulated RFO over the regions of interest
are indicated in the top-right corner of each histogram. Where the cloud regime is under
(over)-represented in ACCESS1.3 by more than 50 % with respect to the observed value, the
histogram is bordered in blue (red). The total cloud cover for each cloud regime (TCC; the
sum of each joint histogram) is indicated at top-right.
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Fig. 4. Maps of the observed and simulated RFO of the hybrid cloud regimes over the
region of interest. As in Figure 3, the hybrid cloud regimes are arranged according to the
dominant features of the CTP-τ histogram, with the optically thinnest and lowest regime in
the bottom-left and the optically thickest and highest cloud regime in the top-right. Note
that the simulated RFO of H1 is on a different color scale to resolve the significant over-
production of this hybrid cloud regime in ACCESS1.3.
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Fig. 5. The CRESW bias in ACCESS1.3 with respect to ISCCP FD radiative flux obser-
vations. The biases are decomposed into parts related to errors in RFO and CRESW, and
a cross-term. Black bars indicate the total CRESW bias associated with each cloud regime,
and the total mean bias over the region of interest is indicated with a thick black line. Very
pale bars indicate the net contribution to the CRESW error across each CTP-level class.
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Fig. 6. Observed (above) and simulated (below) relative frequency of occurrence (RFO) of
each hybrid cloud regime in the context of the composite extratropical cyclone. The cloud
regimes are organized according to optical thickness (horizontal axis) and cloud top pressure
(vertical axis). Note that the simulated RFO of H1 is on a different color scale to resolve
the significant over-production of this hybrid cloud regime in ACCESS1.3.
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Fig. 7. A comparison of the decomposed SW biases associated with the modified micro-
physics and the control simulation. The hatched bars relate to the modified microphysics
case. Solid bars (crosses) indicate the total CRESW bias associated with each cloud regime in
the original (modified) model. Pale and very pale bars indicate the combined contribution to
the CRESW error across each CTP-level class in the original and modified cloud microphysics
parameterizations.
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